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ABSTRACT We present a method to parameterize heterogeneous elastic network models (heteroENMs) of proteins to re-
produce the ﬂuctuations observed in atomistic simulations. Because it is based on atomistic simulation, our method allows the
developmentofelastic coarse-grainedmodelsofproteinsunderdifferent conditionsor indifferentenvironments.Themethod issim-
ple and applicable to models at any level of coarse-graining. We validated the method in three systems. First, we computed the
persistence length of ADP-bound F-actin, using a heteroENMmodel. The value of 6.16 1.6 mm is consistent with the experimen-
tally measured value of 9.06 0.5 mm.We then compared our method to a uniform elastic network model and a realistic extension
algorithm via covariance Hessian (REACH) model of carboxy myoglobin, and found that the heteroENMmethod more accurately
predictedmean-square ﬂuctuations ofa-carbon atoms. Finally, we showed that themethod captures critical differences in effective
harmonic interactions for coarse-grained models of the N-terminal Bin/amphiphysin/Rvs (N-BAR) domain of amphiphysin, by
building models of N-BAR both bound to a membrane and free in solution.
INTRODUCTION
In the effort to develop predictive models connecting protein
structure with biochemical function, it is often neither possi-
ble nor desirable to maintain an atomically detailed descrip-
tion of the studied system. Consequently, a wide spectrum of
coarse-grained (CG) approaches have been developed, ac-
cording to an equally wide spectrum of motivations and
principles (1,2). Among CG approaches, elastic network
models (ENMs) have enjoyed considerable popularity, be-
cause they are fairly simple to implement and often yield
considerable insight into the functional motions of proteins
(3,4).
Historically, the ENM approach has followed the original
implementation of Halioglu et al., which builds a network by
connecting with uniform harmonic spring pairs of a-carbon
positions closer than a ﬁxed cutoff distance (5). The use of a
uniform spring constant across the whole network was
based on earlier work regarding the normal mode analysis of
proteins (6,7). The uniform spring constant is chosen to re-
produce a chosen observable, usually the per-residue root
mean-square ﬂuctuations, as determined by a crystallographic
or NMR experiment (8). The use of a uniform spring constant
and cutoff is motivated by the idea that the dynamic behavior
of a folded protein is determinedmainly by the averaged, local
packing density (5). This approach adopts a ‘‘universal’’
point of view, in which the effects of local chemical differ-
ences are reﬂected only through contact topology, in favor of
developing aminimalistmodelwith only one ﬁtted parameter.
The ENM approach and its extensions were used to gain in-
sights into the functional motion of a wide variety of proteins
andmacromolecular complexes (9–13). Discussion continues
regarding the general applicability of the single-force pa-
rameter elastic network approach, with the success of the
method apparently depending on the system under study
(14,15). Limitations of the approach notwithstanding, ENMs
have provided valuable insights into the function of macro-
molecular complexes such as GroEL (13,16,17) and the ri-
bosome (12,18).
But can the elastic network approach be pushed to a higher
degree of predictive accuracy? We present a new method for
developing elastic models of macromolecular complexes,
based on earlier work (19,20). Our method develops the
spring constants of a heterogeneous elastic network by ﬁtting
to thermal averages (e.g., ﬂuctuations of CG pair distances)
computed from atomistic molecular dynamics. In contrast
with the standard ENM approach, our model was developed
from an atomistic molecular dynamics trajectory. This al-
lowed us to parameterize different elastic models for the same
protein in different environments, or under different condi-
tions, in a multiscale fashion. As an example, we demonstrate
that our approach picks up differences in the elastic network
induced by the binding of an interfacial membrane protein to a
bilayer.
Furthermore, because the spring constants are allowed to
adopt any value, it is unnecessary to impose any cutoff on the
length-scale of CG interactions. Instead, all pairs of CG sites
may be allowed to interact. This is especially important when
parameterizing models which are CG beyond the a-carbon
level, and for which CG sites may differ in the number of
residues which they represent. In such situations, effective
harmonic interactions may vary considerably in stiffness.
The difference between our approach and the usual ENM
approach is both fundamental as well as practical. Funda-
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mentally, we propose that the ﬂuctuations observed in ex-
plicitly solvated molecular dynamics simulations are more
representative of the thermal ﬂuctuations of solvated proteins
than are crystallographic B-factors. Practically, we have at
our disposal a wider range of observables against which to
parameterize our model. This allows a highly heterogeneous
network of spring constants to be parameterized without
overﬁtting, trading extra computation for increased accuracy.
Indeed, at the Ca level of coarse-graining, we ﬁnd that the
spring constants vary over ﬁve orders of magnitude.
What is to be gained bymoving away from a uniformly stiff
elastic model? In a comparison of a homogeneous ENM
model with CG normal-mode and quasiharmonic studies of
small RNAs, Van Wynsberghe and Cui found that the ho-
mogeneous ENM could not capture motional correlations as
well as the normal-mode approaches (which are intrinsically
heterogeneous) (21). This, they suggested, was due to the
lower packing density of nucleic-acid systems, a situation
analogous to the aggressively CG models which we develop
here. In a later work, the same authors showed that off-diag-
onal elements of the covariance matrix depend explicitly on
ratios of spring constants (22). It is therefore essential for an
elastic model which aims to predict not only directions of
motions but motional correlations to allow for variable spring
constants.
This line of reasoning has some precedence, insofar as
Hinsen and Kneller showed that a distance-dependent force
constant was sufﬁcient to reproduce the ﬂuctuation spectrum
of an atomistic model (23). More recently, other authors
considered heterogeneous ENMs of proteins. Based on an
atomistic normal-mode analysis of bovine trypsinogen, Ming
and Wall (24) observed a bimodal density of vibrational
modes. Unable to reproduce such a density of states with a
single-paramter ENM, they found that by introducing two
distinct spring constants (tomodel short-tange and long-range
interactions), the bimodal density of states was well-repro-
duced (24). Moritsugu and Smith introduced a method that
computes a heterogenous network of spring constants of an
a-carbon ENM from the eigenvalues of the covariancematrix
of an atomistic simulation (25). This is an attractive approach,
because it recognizes the power of using atomistic-simulation
data in parameterizing CG models. It relies, however, on the
accurate calculation and diagonalization of the covariance
matrix, which is complicated by the need to separate effective
interactions into local and nonlocal pairs. No such separation
is required by this method. Furthermore, anharmonicity ob-
served in the atomistic simulation yields negative spring
constants upon inversion of the covariance matrix. This ap-
proach instead determines the optimal effective harmonic
interactions, given the (atomistically) observed ﬂuctuations.
In a similar spirit, Chen et al. parameterized a continuum-level
elastic model based on atomistic normal-mode data (26).
We will discuss the application of our heterogeneous ENM
to three proteins. In the ﬁrst application, we built a hetero-
geneous elastic network model (heteroENM) of an ADP-
bound actin ﬁlament. A previous CG model, parameterized
from atomistic-simulation data, was able to predict accurately
the persistence length of the actin ﬁlament (19). In this earlier
study, intermonomer interactions were modeled with two-
body harmonic terms, whereas intramonomer interactions
included harmonic three-body terms and an anharmonic four-
body term. Here, we demonstrate the accurate calculation of
the persistence length, using a model which contains only
pairwise harmonic terms. The only input involves the at-
omistic-simulation data, after which the model development
is fully automatic, i.e., no cutoff or spring constants are ad-
justed after the fact.
In the second calculation, we develop an a-carbon-based
heteroENMofmyoglobin, to compare the heteroENMmethod
to a single-parameter ENM and to the realistic extension al-
gorthim via covariance Hessian (REACH) method (25). In
this case, we imposed a cutoff of 15 A˚ on pairwise interac-
tions, to make a fair comparison with previous work. At the
cost of increased computation, we found improved correla-
tion between the heteroENM and the molecular dynamics
(MD) ﬂuctuations, compared to the other methods.
In the third calculation, we built a CG elastic model of
the N-terminal Bin/amphiphysin/Rvs (N-BAR) domain of
amphiphysin (27). The N-BAR is known to play a role in
membrane-remodeling processes, particularly the tubulating
and budding of vesicles (28,29). As a step in the development
of a comprehensive model of the membrane-remodeling
process, we built a heteroENM of the N-BAR domain. By
building two different heteroENMs (one for an N-BAR
bound to a membrane, and one unbound), we gain insight into
how the slow-timescale, long-wavelength dynamics of the
N-BAR are modiﬁed by its interaction with the membrane.
This is a strength of our approach, which follows directly from
the ‘‘bottom-up’’ philosophy of parameterization based on
atomistic simulation. This advantage could readily be ex-
tended to other scenarios, allowing, for example, observation
of subtle changes in ﬂexibility upon binding of a ligand.
METHODS
Coarse-grained model development
Before parameterizing the interactions of our heteroENM, wemust decide on
a mapping of atomistic into CG sites. In the ﬁrst example, the four domains of
each actin monomer are CG to their centers of mass. In the second example,
we reduce each residue of myoglobin to an interaction site at the a-carbon.
To develop the 20-site model of N-BAR, we used the method developed by
Zhang et al., in which CG sites are chosen such that the essential low-fre-
quency dynamics observed in the atomistic simulation are captured (30).
Here, we work withmodels with resolutions ranging from 5–140 residues per
CG site. The atomistic trajectory is then projected onto a CG trajectory. The
CG sites of the heteroENM are then located at their average positions, as
computed from the CG trajectory.
The harmonic interactions between CG sites are determined by a proce-
dure similar to that used by Chu and Voth (19), with some important differ-
ences. For the sake of completeness, we describe the algorithm step-by-step.
The target data are the mean-square distance ﬂuctuations (Dx2) between all
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pairs of CG sites, as observed in the CG trajectory. That is, for each pair of
CG sites, we compute
Dx
2
ij;MD ¼ ðxij  xijÞ2; (1:1)
where xij is the distance between a pair of CG sites labeled by i and j in a single
frame of the CG trajectory, the subscript MD indicates that this quantity is
computed from the atomistic molecular-dynamics trajectory, and the overbar
denotes an average over sampled conﬁgurations. We then determine the
spring constants of the elastic network by the following iterative algorithm:
1. Begin with all pairs of interacting sites connected by a uniform spring
constant, kij.
2. Relax the positions of the CG sites by a steepest-descent search, and
then compute the normal modes of the model. Scale the amplitudes
according to equipartition of energy to reﬂect the temperature of the
atomistic calculation.
3. For each pair of sites ij, compute Dx2ij;NMA by projecting the (harmonic)
ﬂuctuations computed from the normal-mode analysis onto the intersite
distance vectors.
4. Update all spring constants simultaneously according to
1
4k
n11
ij
¼ 1
4k
n
ij
 aðDx2ij;NMA  Dx2ij;MDÞ; (1:2)
where n labels the iteration.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until the difference between the normal-mode
ﬂuctuations and the target (MD) ﬂuctuations is below a predeﬁned
threshold.
The search algorithm deﬁned in Eq. 1.2 seeks the set of spring constants
that minimize the difference between the MD and heteroENM pair distance
ﬂuctuations. It uses information about the deviation between the MD and
heteroENM pair ﬂuctuations to guide the next iteration, stiffening springs
that are too soft, and vice versa. The parameter a controls the size of the steps
in the spring constants by scaling the difference of the ﬂuctuations. In all
cases we have studied, the algorithm is robust to the initial values of the
spring constants: for uniform initial values ranging from 1–100 kcal/molA˚2,
and for random initial spring constants in the same range, the iterative pro-
cedure converges to the same ﬁnal spring constants, to within 0.1%. Also,
because the system is already at the bottom of the native basin on the po-
tential energy surface, the structure distorts very little as a result of the
minimization in step ii. The root mean-square (RMS) difference before and
after minimization of the myoglobin model was 0.1 A˚, and 0.6 A˚ for the
N-BAR model. The minimization is necessary only to ensure a meaningful
normal-mode analysis.
We found that iterating in 1=4k instead of k greatly improves the con-
vergence of densely connected networks. This is because the ﬂuctuation of a
particular bond depends most directly on its own spring constant, and for a
harmonic oscillator Dx2  1=4k: This is in contrast to previous work (19),
where the iterative procedure was carried out in k. We found that, for densely
connected networks, iterating in k results in very erratic convergence. This is
not necessarily at odds with the results reported previously, because this
seems to be a problem only for highly heterogeneous, densely connected
networks.
Step iii requires the calculation of anisotropic ﬂuctuations, and is therefore
an application of the anisotropic network model (31), albeit with heteroge-
neous spring constants. In this work, we used CHARMM version c32b2 to
perform the normal-mode analysis and compute the intersite distance ﬂuc-
tuations. The amplitude of the (mass-weighted) ﬂuctuations were determined
by equipartition of energy, with the energy scale set to kBT; and T set to the
temperature of the atomistic molecular-dynamics simulation.
We do not need to impose any cutoff on the CG network interactions
beforehand. Instead, the iterative procedure ‘‘decides’’ which interactions
are unimportant, by driving them to zero. This is quite different from the
approach used by Bahar and Jernigan to parameterize a-carbon-based
models, in which the optimal cutoff was determined by considering a large
set of nonhomologous proteins in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (8). The
approach of Bahar and Jernigan (8) is sensible, because it makes the results of
a-carbon-based ENM calculations considerably more universal. Here,
however, we are interested not in a universal model which does reasonably
well for a wide range of proteins modeled at the a-carbon level. Rather, we
want a speciﬁc model that quantitatively captures the ﬂuctuations of a spe-
ciﬁc, solvated protein, and that may be much more aggressively CG. How-
ever, in one case studied below, we followed the standard methodology and
applied a cutoff of 15 A˚, for the sake of making a fair comparison to two other
a-carbon-based ENM models.
Atomistic-simulation details
The myoglobin atomistic simulation data and per-residue mean-square
ﬂuctuations computedwith the REACHmethodwere provided byMoritsugu
and Smith (25,32). Details of their method and their atomistic simulation
were described previously (25,32).
Atomistic MD simulations of the actin ﬁlament and the N-BAR domain of
amphiphysin were performed using the NAMD software package (33). Initial
structures for the F-actin system were based on monomeric actin in the ADP
state (PDB entry 1J6Z).Using the ﬁlamentmodel ofHolmes et al. (34), an actin
ﬁlament of 13 subunits was generated in the same manner previously reported
by Chu and Voth (20). Longitudinal periodicity was assumed for all atomistic
F-actin simulations. The CHARM22 force ﬁeld (35) was used in conjunction
with the particle mesh Ewald algorithm (36) for long-range electrostatic in-
teractions. After an initial 20-ps heating period, the systemwas preequilibrated
in the constant particle number, volume, and temperature ensemble for 50 ps by
velocity rescaling. Simulations were then performed in the constant particle
number, pressure, and temperature ensemble (310 K and 1 atm), controlling
pressure with the Langevin piston Nose-Hoover method, as implemented in
NAMD (37,38). After equilibration, a single production trajectory of 40 nswas
generated. The normal-mode analysis of theCGelastic networkwas performed
with CHARMM version c32b2 (39), and the iterative ﬂuctuation matching
procedure was implemented in a PERL script. A trajectory of the CG elastic
network was generated with CHARMM version c32b2 by integrating the
Langevin equation of motion, with the temperature of the bath set at 310 K.
The details of membrane-bound N-BAR simulations were reported pre-
viously (40). Equilibration of unbound N-BAR simulations was performed
using the same protocol as for the boundN-BAR simulation, after which 12-ns
production trajectories were generated, again with the same protocol as for
the bound N-BAR simulations. The last 10 ns of the production runs were
used as the target data for ﬂuctuation matching. The iterative ﬂuctuation
matching calculation was performed with the PERL script used for the
F-actin calculation.
RESULTS
Calculation of ADP bound F-actin
persistence length
Filaments of actin constitute the cytoskeleton of eukaryotic
cells (41). The mechanical properties of actin ﬁlaments
(F-actin), and therefore those of the cell, are modulated by the
hydrolysis of bound ATP: one molecule of ATP may be
bound per actin monomer. Upon hydrolysis of ATP to ADP,
the actin ﬁlament softens, as measured by a decrease in per-
sistence length by about a factor of ;50% (42). Previously,
Chu and Voth showed that a CG model of F-actin, param-
eterized by ﬂuctuation matching, can predict the persistence
length quitewell (19). Herewe demonstrate that a heteroENM
model of F-actin (parameterized with atomistic data on nm
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length-scales) can also predict the persistence length, a mm
length-scale property.
The actin monomer was CG into four sites, using the
standard deﬁnitions of the four domains that make up the
monomer (43). A ﬁlament of 13 ADP-bound monomers was
simulated in atomistic detail with explicit solvent, and pro-
jected onto the CG model (a total of 52 sites) to generate the
target data for building the heteroENM (details of atomistic
simulation are found in Methods). The parameterization re-
sulted in harmonic bonds between all pairs of 52 sites, ranging
in stiffness from 103 to 10 kcal mol1A˚2. We emphasize
that the parameterization of the heteroENM is automated, re-
quiring no after-the-fact tuning ofmodel parameters. Also, this
CG model is quite different from the one developed by Chu
andVoth (19).Within a singlemonomer, their model included
bond stretching, angle bending, and torsion terms, whereas the
model presented here contains only bond-stretching terms.
Furthermore, the harmonic bonds between monomers are
determined automatically by our procedure, whereas the pre-
vious model required selection of a convergent set of inter-
monomer bonds to reproduce well the atomistic data.
A trajectory of the 52 CG-site heteroENM was then gen-
erated by integrating the Langevin equation; simulation de-
tails are provided in Methods. The harmonic bonds in our
F-actin model are considerably softer than those found in an
atomistic model, which allows the use of a much longer time-
step than is typically used in atomistic simulation. Indeed, the
softness of the springs almost necessitates the use of a long
time-step, because to sample thoroughly the ﬂuctuations of
the ﬁlament, each CG bond must oscillate many times. At-
tempting to sample these oscillations with femtosecond time-
steps and correspondingly tiny displacements results in very
inefﬁcient sampling.
The persistence length measures the length-scale of cor-
relations in the direction of a ﬁlament, and was measured
experimentally for F-actin by video microscopy (42). As
described previously (20), we can also compute this quantity
from simulation, allowing a stringent test of our CG model.
The persistence length of the heteroENM model (6.1 6 1.6
mm) was found to agree well with the atomistic MD simu-
lation (7.9 6 3.7 mm), and reasonably well with the experi-
mentally measured value for ADP-bound F-actin (9.0 6 0.5
mm) (42). However, several points deserve emphasis. First, it
is reasonable that the simulations predict a ﬁlament that is
softer than observed in experiments. Experimentally, it is not
clear to what degree the measured F-actin is completely in the
ADP-bound form, and some degree of ATP-binding will tend
to stiffen the ﬁlament (44). It is remarkable that, despite the
limited length-scale (35 nm) of the simulation, we are able to
predict a mm length-scale property to within 30% of the ex-
perimental value. Second, no periodic boundaries were used
in the CG simulation: it was of a ‘‘stand-alone’’ ﬁlament 35
nm in length. This was not the case for the calculation of the
persistence length from the atomistic simulation, where pe-
riodic boundaries had to be enforced.
HeteroENM model of myoglobin
Myoglobin was the ﬁrst globular protein structure to be
solved at atomic resolution (45). Small and structurally quite
stable, it has been the subject of a great deal of study ever
since, both experimental and computational. Several a-heli-
ces enclose a heme group, which reversibly binds a single O2,
CO, or NO. FollowingMoritsugu and Smith (25,32), we used
myoglobin to validate our novel ENM methodology, to
compare the strengths of each method in a well-understood
context.
Fig. 1 depicts an a-carbon-level heteroENM model of
myoglobin, which clearly traces the a-helices that form the
tertiary structure. The CG sites of ENM models are placed at
the average positions of the a-carbons, as computed from the
MD trajectory. Elastic bonds connect all pairs of a-carbons
that are separated, on average, by ,15 A˚ over the course of
the atomistic MD simulation. Initially, a uniform spring
constant of 10 kcal mol1A˚2 is assigned to all interactions.
After 2000 iterations of the heteroENM algorithm (Eq. 1.2),
the relative root mean-square ﬂuctuations of all bonds com-
puted from the heteroENMmodel converge to within 1.0% of
the values observed in the MD trajectory, after which the
model is a highly heterogeneous network of elastic springs.
The stiffness of each spring is color-coded in Fig. 1 according
to a logarithmic scale. The ﬁnal values range from 0.01 to 100
kcal mol1A˚2. The stiffest springs clearly link neighboring
a-carbons along the backbone, with longer-range interac-
tions modeled by softer springs. This representation makes
plain the regions of dense, soft tertiary contacts, like those in
Fig. 1 (left). These softer interactions might allow a ‘‘clam-
shell’’-like opening of the molecule, perhaps allowing li-
gands access to the heme group. In fact, Elber and Gibson
described evidence of a pathway for CO in the vicinity of the
N-terminus (46) (Fig. 1, red).
FIGURE 1 Two views of an a-carbon heteroENM model of myoglobin.
Pairs of Ca atoms separated on average by ,15 A˚ are connected by a
harmonic spring, indicated by colored lines. Stiffness of the spring is
represented by its color on a logarithmic scale, from ;100 kcal mol1A˚2
(red) to 0.01 kcal mol1A˚2 (blue). The N-terminus is indicated by a red ball
(at left), and the plane of the heme is indicated by a black line (right). The
image was rendered with Kinemage, next generation (54).
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A different look at the pattern of spring constants is pro-
vided in Fig. 2, which demonstrates a rich structure in the
scatter of spring constants plotted as a function of distance.
The most striking feature is the gap between the very stiff
nearest-neighbor Ca interactions and the softer, longer-range
interactions. Also remarkable is that within the group of
longer-range interactions, clear clustering is observed even
among Ca sites separated by ﬁve covalent bonds. This ﬁnd-
ing echoes those of Moritsugu and Smith (25,32), who found
it necessary to ﬁt separately the harmonic interactions cor-
responding to four distinct groups, distinguished by the
number of covalent bonds between sites. In this method, no
such assumption is needed a priori. Indeed, though the spring
constants tend to cluster, the clustering is far from perfect,
and outlier spring constants are found for every group. This
ﬁnding also echoes those of Ming and Wall, who used a
stiffer spring to connect neighboring a-carbons to reproduce
a bimodal density of states (24).
Myoglobin: comparison to REACH and
single-parameter ENM
Here, we demonstrate that heteroENM does a signiﬁcantly
better job of reproducing per-residue mean-square ﬂuctua-
tions than either the standard, single-parameter ENM or the
REACHmethod, albeit at greater computational expense. To
make a fair comparison with the single-parameter ENM and
REACH, we coarse-grained myoglobin at the Ca level, and
enforced a cutoff of 15 A˚ for harmonic interactions. Re-
garding the single-parameter ENM, we departed in one sig-
niﬁcant respect from the standard parameterization protocol.
To make a fair comparison with the heteroENM methodol-
ogy, which is parameterized against atomistic MD data, we
parameterized the single-parameter ENM against the same
MD data. However, in contrast with heteroENM, which is
parameterized against site-site ﬂuctuations, the single-pa-
rameter ENM spring constant was ﬁtted to best reproduce the
pattern of residue ﬂuctuations (B-factors) by optimizing the
correlation coefﬁcient between the B-factors computed from
the MD simulation and those computed by the single-pa-
rameter ENM. To be fair, it must be noted that heteroENM
requires ;2000 iterations to converge, though this is a very
reasonable computational load, requiring only a few hours of
single-processor CPU time.
The per-residue mean-square ﬂuctuations are plotted in
Fig. 3 for the three ENM models, as well as for the MD
simulation used to parameterize both models. It appears in
Fig. 3 that heteroENM follows more closely the pattern of
ﬂuctuations. This observation is borne out by computing the
linear correlation between MD ﬂuctuations and those com-
puted by each ENM model. The correlation is strongest
between the heteroENM and the MD with a correlation co-
efﬁcient of 0.93. The correlation of theREACHmodel and the
single-parameter ENM model are considerably weaker, at
0.71 and 0.63, respectively. But we can go further and ask,
‘‘How well are the amplitudes of the residue ﬂuctuations
predicted in each case?’’ This information is contained in the
slope of the linear ﬁt: a slope of 1 indicates that the amplitudes
are reproduced perfectly. The slope of the regression is 0.44
for heteroENM, in contrast with a slope of 0.28 for the
REACH model and 0.10 for the single-parameter model.
Apparently, constraining the ENM to a homogeneous spring
constant has the effect of reducing the amplitude of the residue
ﬂuctuations, compared with heteroENM.
To assess the predictive power of our method, we param-
eterized two additional heteroENM models: the ﬁrst based
only on the initial 2.5 ns of the atomistic MD trajectory, and
the second based only on the initial 5 ns of the atomistic MD
trajectory. We then compared the per-residue mean-square
FIGURE 2 Spring constant as a function of equilibrium length x0 for the
myoglobin heteroENM model in Fig. 1. Points are colored to indicate
whether they are between neighboring a-carbons (1–2 interactions), next-
neighbor a-carbons (1–3 interactions), etc. Interactions cluster into distinct
groups, even as far out as 1–6 related a-carbons.
FIGURE 3 Per-residue mean-square ﬂuctuations computed from atomis-
tic MD simulation, heteroENM, REACH, and single-parameter ENM.
Neither the heteroENM nor REACH models were parameterized to repro-
duce these data. Agreement between the MD simulation and ENM models,
as measured by linear correlation coefﬁcient r, is best for the heteroENM
model.
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ﬂuctuations computed from these two heteroENM models
with those of the full 10-ns MD trajectory. The correlation
coefﬁcient between the MD and the 2.5-ns heteroENM
ﬂuctuations was 0.93, and between the MD and 5-ns
heteroENM, it was 0.91. The quantitative agreement between
the heteroENM and MD ﬂuctuations was maintained, even
when the heteroENM was parameterized using MD data of a
considerably shorter timescale. Interestingly, some of the
spring constants differed between the three heteroENM
models (2.5, 5, and 10 ns of MD data used) by as much as
30%. This suggests that high precision in the spring constants
is not essential. Instead, the topology of the network plus
spring constants, which are approximately correct, seems
sufﬁcient. However, even with the differences between the
three heteroENMs, the networks are still highly heteroge-
neous, which seems essential for reaping the beneﬁts of the
new methodology. The improved agreement is encouraging,
insofar as the purpose of this method is to exchange compu-
tational effort for accuracy. Furthermore, the per-residue
ﬂuctuations are predicted by the heteroENMmethod, whereas
both the REACH method (through the diagonal elements of
the covariance matrix) and the standard ENM approach are
parameterized using these data.
Parameterization of a heteroENM N-BAR
domain model
The banana-shaped N-BAR domain is a homodimer thought
to be involved in the remodeling ofmembranes during various
cellular processes, such as exocytosis and the invagination of
vesicles (27,29). There is considerable debate over whether
the N-BAR domain actively bends membranes during these
processes, or simply senses curved membranes and localizes
other proteins to these areas (47,48). Induction of curvature by
N-BAR domains was observed in vitro, and on the length-
scale of single N-BAR domains by atomically detailed sim-
ulations (40). ThemechanismbywhichmanyN-BARdomains
collectively induce curvature is also an unresolved subject,
with some authors arguing for a dominant role of the N-ter-
minal amphipathic helices (49), and others advocating a
‘‘scaffold’’ model, in which the curved shape of the N-BAR
domain plays a central role (50,51). In either case, the col-
lective phenomenon is beyond the scope of atomistic simu-
lation. A ﬁeld-theoretic model can account for both tubulation
and vesiculation of membranes (52) at the level of vesicles,
but a truly multiscale description is needed, in which models
at different length-scales and timescales are rigorously con-
nected. As a step in this effort, we developed an elastic model
of a single N-BAR domain.
We developed two different CG models of the N-terminal
N-BAR domain of Drosophilia amphiphysin, based on dif-
ferent atomistic-simulation conditions. In one case, N-BAR
is ‘‘free’’ in aqueous solution, and in the other case, it is
bound to a lipid bilayer. We expected that the elastic prop-
erties and therefore ﬂuctuations of the N-BAR domain would
be modiﬁed by its interaction with the bilayer, and were in-
terested to see whether the heteroENM approach could dis-
tinguish between these two cases, by building in different
effective interactions. More generally, it is of interest to in-
vestigate the role that the membrane plays in modulating the
behavior of membrane-associated proteins.
In developing our model, we considered only the residues
numbered 26–245 by Peter et al. (27). This excludes the
N-terminal helix from each monomer, which is thought to
undergo a disorder/ helix transition upon binding, when
the amphipathic helix inserts into the bilayer. We do not
expect an elastic network approach, as based on a ﬁxed
contact topology, to treat correctly such local folding events.
Although it is known that the N-terminal helix plays an im-
portant role in binding the N-BAR domain to the bilayer, here
we focus our analysis on the elastic properties of the crescent-
shaped N-BAR domain scaffold.
For each case (bound and unbound), a 20-site CG model
(Fig. 4) was constructed by the essential-dynamics coarse-
graining (EDCG) method of Zhang et al. (30). Their method
deﬁnes ‘‘dynamic domains’’ based on the principal compo-
nents of atomistic simulation, so that CG sites reﬂect regions
of the protein that ﬂuctuate in concert. Because this approach
uses only correlations at the pairwise level, it is well-suited
for deﬁning CG sites that will interact via harmonic pairwise
FIGURE 4 Side view of bound N-BAR domain model, comparing back-
bone level structure (left) with heteroENM model (right). The CG-site de-
ﬁnitions are symmetric across the homodimer. Residues corresponding to
CG sites are 26–31, 32–55, 56–103, 104–132, 133–150, 151–163, 164–173,
174–192, 193–218, and 219–244. Ribbon diagram was rendered using
visual molecular dynamics (55), and network diagram was rendered using
Kinemage, next generation (54).
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springs. Our CGmodel of the N-BAR domain is based on the
ﬁrst 20 principal components that captured ;90% of the
ﬂuctuation in atomistic simulations (30). We based our def-
inition of CG sites on the principal components of a simu-
lation of N-BAR free in solution. We then parameterized the
harmonic interactions for two different sets of atomistic-
simulation data, i.e., the same N-BAR simulation, and also a
simulation of an N-BAR bound to a membrane. By using the
same model for each case (membrane-bound and unbound),
we could compare the harmonic interactions and investigate
the effect that the membrane has on the CG protein model.
After ;20,000 iterations, the heteroENM model in Fig. 4
was judged to be converged, as assessed by observing the
behavior of the per-bond deviation as a function of iteration:
dðsxÞ[ 1
Nbonds
+
Nbonds
i¼1
jsi;NMAðxiÞ  si;MDðxiÞj: (1:3)
After 20,000 iterations, dðsxÞ had decreased from an initial
value of ;1 A˚/bond to 0.08 A˚/bond. The calculation was
extended for another 30,000 iterations, over which time
dðsxÞ only decreased by another 0.01 A˚/bond. In the future,
we will improve on the current method by implementing a
more sophisticated search algorithm, which might both im-
prove the accuracy of the model and reduce the computa-
tional expense. The current algorithm modiﬁes one spring
constant at a time, although in reality, the ﬂuctuation of a
particular bond depends on the whole network. Nonetheless,
it is encouraging that such a simple protocol ﬁnds a set of
spring constants that reproduce the target data with such
accuracy.
The effective harmonic interactions differ signiﬁcantly
between the membrane-bound and unbound cases, as shown
in Fig. 5. First, there is an overall stiffening of the N-BAR,
upon binding to the membrane, of ;0.25 kcal mol1A˚2.
This effect is reproducible, insofar as it was also observed in
independent CG models of the bound and unbound N-BAR,
developed from independent atomistic simulations. Because
the spring constants are determined directly by ﬂuctuations
observed in atomistic simulations, this stiffening suggests a
subtle interplay between the dynamics of the protein and
those of themembrane. Apart from the overall ‘‘background’’
stiffness imparted by the membrane, certain speciﬁc inter-
actions are signiﬁcantly stiffened upon binding, whereas
others are actually softened, as shown in Fig. 5. These very
speciﬁc changes are essential for building a quantitative
elastic model of the N-BAR domain in these two different
environments, and are not likely to be known in advance.
Arkhipov et al. presented a multiscale description of tubu-
lation by N-BAR domains that captures the qualitative fea-
tures of tubulation (53). Our eventual goal is to develop a
multiscale description of membrane-remodeling by N-BAR
domains that is carefully parameterized to capture the sorts of
differences described here, and that will contribute to un-
derstanding the remodeling process quantitatively.
We computed error bars for the spring constants in Fig. 5
by parameterizing ﬁve different heteroENMmodels based on
ﬁve independent blocks MD data of 2 ns each. We then
compared the averages and standard deviations of the spring
constants with the values obtained for a heteroENM based on
a single, independent 10-ns MD simulation. The error bars
are typically no more than 5% of the value of the spring
constant, and agree within the errors with the longer time-
scale model. The extent to which the spring constants can be
converged is the extent to which the pair ﬂuctuations may be
converged, and is likely system-dependent. Clearly, the
method as implemented here is limited to systems with a
well-deﬁned average structure, but is also quite effective for
such systems. This observation led us to pursue a harmonic
approach to developing a multiscale description of remod-
eling by N-BAR domains.
FIGURE 5 (Top) Comparison of spring constants determined by a
heteroENM calculation between membrane-bound and unbound N-BAR
domains. The horizontal axis labels the CG harmonic bonds; the vertical axis
is logarithmic to emphasize the difference between the two cases. (Bottom)
Close-up of A for bonds numbered 100–150. To test whether observed
differences were signiﬁcant, error bars were calculated by performing the
heteroENM calculation separately for ﬁve adjacent 2-ns blocks of atomistic
simulations, and computing the standard deviation of resultant spring
constants. Error bars are typically on the order of 1–5%. Many of the spring
constants differ by far more than the range of their error bars. Moreover,
error bars address the convergence of the heteroENM model by demon-
strating that k values computed from 2-ns blocks agree with those computed
from the full 10-ns trajectory.
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DISCUSSION
We present a new multiscale method for parameterizing
elastic models with heterogeneous networks of springs,
based on atomistic-simulation data. Importantly, this method
allows us to parameterize elastic models for the same protein
in different environments. This we demonstrated for the
N-terminal N-BAR domain of Drosophilia amphiphysin, by
building models of the N-BAR domain membrane-bound
and free in aqueous solvent. The heteroENM method re-
vealed subtle differences in the effective harmonic interac-
tions between the two cases, of the sort that are important for
capturing motional correlations. In future work, we will base
a much longer length-scale and timescale model of hundreds
of oligomerized N-BAR domains on these elastic models,
and we expect that capturing such differences will be crucial
to the quantitative success of the model. Furthermore, the
model may be constructed at whatever resolution is required.
The parameterization ensures that the resulting model will
capture the ﬂuctuations observed in atomistic simulations.
Importantly, no cutoff on the effective interaction range is
enforced, so that the method may uncover effective interac-
tions of quite long range, which is especially important when
building models of an aggressively CG nature.
The heteroENM method is based on the assumption that
the ﬂuctuations observed in solvated molecular-dynamics
simulations are more representative of thermal motions of
solvated proteins than are crystallographic B-factors. This is
a departure from the standard method used to parameterize
homogeneous elastic networks, which chooses a uniform
spring constant for all harmonic interactions to best-ﬁt exper-
imentally measured, per-residue mean-square ﬂuctuations.
Ours seems a reasonable approach, given that state-of-the-art,
explicitly solvated simulations of proteins are routinely relied
upon to draw inferences about the functional dynamics of
proteins. We demonstrated that heteroENM can more accu-
rately reproduce the ﬂuctuations of solvated myoglobin than
either the REACH method (25) or the more standard ENM
approach (31).
However, the heteroENM method requires considerably
more computation than the other two approaches discussed
here. Aside from the atomistic MD simulation, each iteration
requires a normal-mode calculation. For the case of myoglo-
bin (151 a-carbon sites),;2000 iterations were required, and
in the case of the 20-site N-BAR domain model, ;20,000
iterations were required. One might object that such effort is
not justiﬁed to model accurately, for example, an overall
stiffening of 0.25 kcal mol1A˚2 of the N-BAR domain upon
binding of the membrane. However, the method is intended
for accurate parameterization of pieces that will be used to
model processes on much longer length-scales and time-
scales. In the case of the N-BAR domain, an error of 0.25 kcal
mol1A˚2 per dimer (in a model that may ultimately contain
hundreds or thousands of dimers) will result in a complex that
is far too soft.
We also demonstrated that heteroENM has predictive va-
lidity beyond the regime in which the atomistic simulation
was performed.Thiswas shown for the F-actin ﬁlament,where
a model, parameterized as based on a nanometer-scale atom-
istic simulation, predicted with remarkable accuracy the ex-
perimental persistence length of;8.5 mm. This was achieved
using a 35-nm CG ﬁlament without periodic boundary con-
ditions. Periodic boundaries were essential in accurately
computing the persistence length from the atomistic simula-
tion. This calculation serves as a validation of this method,
which differs frompreviouswork (19) in that 1), only pairwise
harmonic interactions are included, and 2), all interactions are
allowed, resulting in a ‘‘hands-off’’ model parameterization.
Apart from providing a simple way to determine effective
harmonic interactions for CG elastic models, the results of a
heteroENM calculation function as an analysis tool. Models
of the N-BAR domain bound and unbound provided insights
into the effects of the membrane on the protein’s structural
properties. In other cases, a similar approach could yield
insights into functional changes brought about upon ligand or
substrate binding, revealing unexpected changes in elasticity
far from the active site. Automated ‘‘elasticity screening’’ of
this kind might reveal sites for mutagenesis studies or novel
drug targets. Because this idea relies on changes in the
stiffness of spring constants, it is only possible within a
heteroENM-type approach.
Finally, the method is straightforward, simple, and readily
applicable to the development of quasiharmonic CG models
of any size or resolution, provided the system lends itself to
such a description. The resulting models are easily incor-
porated into standard molecular-dynamics software, which
ought to facilitate the development of multiscale models of
long length and timescale processes incorporating CG elastic
models. We intend to pursue this approach in future work.
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